ALLOTMENTS
The 4 sites we have are all running very well, I try to visit the sites every week to meet up
with Plot holders to discuss any issues. Trying to arrange AGM’s but not sure if this is
feasible at this time.
They all have my details so can email/call with problems as well.
STONEBRIDGE.
I'm arranging works to take down 3 trees that are diseased along Davington hill, we will
need to get road closures for this so in process off getting quotes. Will take this opportunity
to cut back the hedges that runs along our boundary in Davington hill.
Tree removal is £1300, works have been agreed by the Tree specialist at SBC.
Works to be done October School holidays.
MILLFIELD
We are assisting with finding a new secretary as the old ones are relocating to Devon. We
still trying to address the water supply, but quotes are coming out to expensive.
NORTH PRESTON
Slab has been done ready for the commemorative bench we assisted with for a previous
plot holder. No date has been given for opening this. Still trying to obtain a new Committee,
but with new plot holders hopefully get this sorted soon.
We need to arrange removal of rubbish that is behind the boundary fence. It’s been there
for some time but was covered with foliage. Easiest option is to open up fence remove
rubbish and replace the fence.
ST NICHOLAS
Still outstanding planning issues with our fence. I've tried too email SBC with no response so
will be emailing every week to try and sort the planning. All plots now taken and site looking
good.
PERRY COURT
Still getting application for plot at this site, still no news as when this site will be handed
over to us, I've tried emailing planning at SBC but no response from them on this issue, also
receiving complaints for overgrown verges and rubbish in Ashford Road which is part of this
development. Asked Planning to try and address. But not received any replies.
LOVE LANE
Received applications for this site. Had contact with the developer asking questions about
the size of site we required. I sent back all the requested answers asking for a site to have 40
half plots. No further update.

